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This article focuses on a particular group of sources, which in our opinion is relevant to 
the history of science in Portugal. In Portugal we are stilllacking a complete inventory of 
sources available to this research field, as well as critical analysis of their quality and 
potential. In this paper, we chose to describe and analyse a particular group of sources, 
which were not produced by scientists, or if they were, focused on the conditions surroun-
ding scientific production but not on science per se. Our aim is not to provide a picture of 
Portuguese science in the 18th and 19th centuries, together with its problems and main 
leading figures. Rather, it is to provide a systematic analysis of a group of documents, which 
seems to us fundamental to the understanding of the landscape in which the Portuguese com-
munity operated and of the state of national scientific culture. 
Este artículo está centrado en torno a un grupo particular de fuentes que, en nuestra opinión, 
son relevantes para la historia de la ciencia en Portugal. Todav{a carecemos de un inventario 
completo de las fuentes disponibles para este campo de investigación en Portugal así como 
de un análisis crítico de su calidad y su potencial. En este articulo, hemos elegido la des-
cripción y el análisis de un grupo particular de fuentes que o bien no fueron producidas por 
científicos o, cuando lo fueron, están centradas en las condiciones que rodean la producción 
científica, no en la ciencia por sí misma. Nuestro propósito no consiste en ofrecer una imagen 
de conjunto de la ciencia portuguesa de los siglos XVIII y XIX, junto con sus problemas y sus 
principales figuras. Por el contrario, pretendemos ofrece un análisis sistemático de un grupo 
de documentos que nos parecen fundamentales para la comprensión del marco en el que 
trabajó la comunidad portuguesa así como del estado de la cultura científica nacional. 
T his article focuses on a particular group of sources, which in our opinion is relevant to the history of science in Portugal. In Portugal 
we are stilllacking a complete inventory of sources available to this 
research field, l as well as critical analysis of their quality and poten-
tia!. If we take into account the remark of the historian H.I. Marrou to 
the effect that «in the same way the explosion engine works with gaso-
line, the historian only works to the extent he has documents available 
• Faculdade de Ciencias e Tecnologia, Sec{:ao de Hist6ria e Filosofia da Ciencia (SACSA), 
Universidade de Lisboa/CICSA, Quinta da Torre, 2825 Monte de Caparica, Portugal . 
.. Departamento de Física, Faculdade de Ciencias, Universidade de Lisboa, Campo Grande, 
C8, Piso 6,1749-016 Lisboa, Portugal. 
1 From 1997 to 1999 a research project entitled Printed Sources relevant to the History of 
Portuguese Science, from the 17th to the ¡irst quarter of the 20th century, co-ordinated by 
Fátima Nunes and involving both the Universities ofÉvora and Minho, was funded by the 
Funda{:io para a Ciencia e Tecnologia. A publication and a final report of the results bis being 
prepared, but it is not yet available. 
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to him», the heuristic difficulties faced by the historian of Portuguese 
science become quite evident.2 
In addition, the characteristics of scientific production peculiar to 
Portugal, heavily dependent on polítical circumstances, have necessa-
rily an impact on the kind of available sources available, imposing on 
the historian the permanent need to re-evaluate the often blurred boun-
daries between claims made about science and politics. 
In this paper, we chose to describe and analyse a particular group of 
sources, which were not produced by scientists, or if they were, focused 
on the conditions surrounding scientific production but not on science 
per se. Our aim is not to provide a picture of Portuguese science in the 
18th and 19th centuries,3 together with its problems and main leading 
figures. Rather, it is to provide a systematic analysis of a group of docu-
ments, which sooms to us fundamental to the understanding of the lands-
cape in which the Portuguese community operated and of the state of 
national scientific culture. 
In what concerns the 18th century we deal with two groups of sources 
written by individuals whose views are necessarily subjective and media-
ted by cultural and personal questions: the reports of travellers and the 
impressions of the «estrangeirados» (Europeanised intellectuals) about 
Portugal. Although of a completely different sort, they both offer com-
parative views of European centres líke France and England and the 
Portuguese periphery. 
Regarding the 19th century, we focus on two groups of documents whose 
characteristics are opposed. On the one hand, narratives of a descripti-
ve/statistical type which ascribed a prominent place to a quantitative 
approach as a precondition to objectivity and accuracy. On the other, we 
consider self-consciously polítical evaluations of the state and function of 
science in Portugal. 
As said before, these sources cover the 18th and 19th centuries, leaving 
aside the periods of the maritime expansion and the 20th century, res-
pectively. These temporallimits are justified by the research topics which 
we have been developing so faro Portuguese science involved in the mari-
time discoveries has been studied by other historians; our own research 
2 Although we are quoting Crom memory, we Ceel it appropriate to revisit the classics of 
Marrou, H.-l. (n1d), De La Conaissance Historique, Paris and oC Bloch, M. (1949), Métier 
d 'Historien, Paris, Seuil. 
3 Cf. Simóes, A, Carneiro, A., Diogo, M.P., (1999) .. Constructing Knowledge: The Eighteenth-
century Portugal and the New Sciences», Archimedes - New Studies in the History and 
Philosophy of Science and Technology, 2 - The Sciences in the European Periphery during 
the Enlightenment, K Gavroglu, (ed.),l-40; Diogo, M.P., Cameiro, A., Simoes, A., (2000) 
«The Scientific Revolution in the Eighteenth-century Portugal: The Role oC the Estrangeirados 
(Europe-Oriented Intelectuals) .. , Social Studies of Science (forthcoming). 
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has focussed on the Portuguese Enlightenment; and finally despite still 
in an exploratory stage, the 20th century deserves to be dealt with sepa-
rately due the increasing volume of its potential sources. 
lmages of Science in the 18th century. The foreigner's viewpoint 
The first group of sources under consideration includes the narratives aut-
hored by travellers who visited Portugal during the 18th century. 
Addressing the 18th century is a precondition to the understanding of the 
troubled process of modernisation of Portugal. It was marked by the 
rule of the Marquis of Pombal who emerges as the leading figure who 
wanted Portugal, up to then stagnating in the shade of a colonial empi-
re, to become a part of Enlightenment Europe. 
Although controversial, Pombal's plan of modernising the scientific and 
technological structures of the country is of indisputable importance,4 
a fact which becomes apparent by the many references to him in the 
accounts of the travellers who visited Portugal. The confrontations with 
the Jesuits, the secularisation ofthe teaching system, the foundation of 
the College ofNobles and the reform ofthe University ofCoimbra, were 
seen as the core of Pombal's reformo 
Travel narratives require particular attention regarding their historio-
graphical use, because they are extremely personal and often impaired 
by prejudice. They require a critical attitude and need to be contextua-
lised and cross-checked with other sources. However, they are impor-
tant in as much as there are not many accounts about Portugal outside 
the strict political framework in this periodo 
In these rather heterogeneous descriptions, important information about 
Portuguese intellectuallife is found, in particular comments on the atti-
tude of the Portuguese towards science and technology. On the eve of 
the industrial revolution tourists coming from the European economic cen-
tre voiced these comments, making them all the more significant. The 
most interesting dimension of these accounts stems from a comparison 
between the framework of the observer and Portuguese reality. 
These narratives were written by Frenchmen and Britons, the German 
naturalist H. Link being the single exception. They give personal 
accounts, often of a few days' visit, and cover a vast range of topics, ran-
ging from «habits and morals», government policies, and considerations 
4 The action ofthe Marquis ofPombaI as Prime-Minister is obviously much wider and with 
impacton economy and politics. cr. Borges de Macedo, J. (1951), A Situaqiio Económica no 
Tempo de Pombal, Lisboa, Moraes Editores. 
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on the beauty oflocal women to military potential, descriptions oftowns, 
the fine weather and gastronomy. 
The narratives of foreigners may be divided into two main sub-groups: 
letters, and more ambitious writings, which inelude reports, memoirs 
and descriptions. Obviously the kind of information conveyed by letters 
is fragmentary, more prone to small details and curiosities of a somew-
hat extravagant country, rather than a serious reflection on the structural 
basis of Portuguese society. They convey uncompromising information 
easily influenced by random factors such as a good or bad night's sleep. 
The reports, memoirs and descriptions are writings with a wider and 
more systematic scope, aiming at introducing the reader to an objective 
analysis of Portugal. Many of these accounts do not provide informa-
tion on the Portuguese scientific community. They are useful to the 
extent that they allow us to reveal the general atmosphere in which the 
country lived. 
In the first subgroup, composed of letters, there are two examples: those 
of A. W. Costigan, Sketches of Society and Manners in Portugal, and those 
of R. Crocker, Travels Through Several Provinces of Spain and Portugal. 5 
The first series of letters, though undated, were written in 1779 by 
Costigan, an Irish captain serving in Spain, to his brother in London. 
They total 43 letters, which are very critical of the Portuguese: «How 
much has Nature done to render the inhabitants ofthis country happy 
and how little they have done for themselves».6 The exception was the 
Marquis ofPombal, considered «far superior to any ofhis countrymen».7 
The Marquis ofPombal, and generally the reign of José 1, were funda-
mental references in many accounts on Portugal. The 1755 earthquake 
attracted attention across Europe. At the same time as the Romantics ide-
alised the earthquake, the Marquis of Pombal showed his leadership 
capabilities and a period dominated by the principIes of enlightened des-
potism began. 
The second group of 26 letters was written, in 1780, by Crocker, a captain 
to the 99th Regiment ofFoot, to John James Hamilton, an English noble-
mano The correspondence was sent during a journey from Spain to Lisbon, 
where he boarded to return to England. The harsh critical tone regarding 
the Portuguese is only broken to point out a few positive aspects such as 
the beauty ofthe women and the healthy and mild climate. The weakness 
of economic investment, and the importation of goods from abroad inhi-
5 Costigan, A.W. (nld). Sketches ofSociety and Manners in Portugal. 2 vols., London, and 
Crocker, R., Travels Through Several Provinces of Spain and Portugal (1799), London. 
6 Letter XXV, in Costigan, A.W. (nld). Sketches of Society and Manners in Portugal, London, 
vol. 2, p. 25. 
7 Letter XXV, in Costigan, A. W. (n1d). Sketches of Society and Manners in Portugal, London, 
vol. 2, p. 29. 
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biting national production, are pointed out as signs of bad management 
and of inadequate government policies. According to the author «the 
Portuguese receive large returns ofbullion and valuable goods ofvarious 
kinds, which are divided among the more industrious merchants of 
England and Holland».8 References to cultural features are very brief 
and focus on the expulsion of the Jesuits and the 10ss of power by the 
Inquisition, which occurred during Pombal's era, and on the renewal of 
their infiuence during the subsequent reign of Maria 1. 
«As the slight degree of education which these people received was enti-
rely through the means of the Jesuits, and the only useful knowledge 
in the country was in their hands, it is generally considered that this 
event [the expulsion of the Jesuits] has been productive of more evil 
than good in the Kingdom».9 
The second subgroup of narrative sources, composed of reports, memoirs 
and descriptions, inc1udes six publications, whose importance is largely 
dependent on the way they dealt with the Portuguese intellectual milieu. 
The first two, Description de la Ville de Lisbonne (1730) by an anony-
mous author and Mémoires Instructifs pour un voyageur dans les divers 
États de l' Europe (1738) by Carlos Frederieo Merveilleux,IO do not foeus 
specifically on questions associated with science or scientific education in 
Portugal, but they eonvey indireet information through their eomments 
on the aristoeraey and the Royal Court. Both are narratives more eon-
cerned with a general deseription of the habits and moral s of the 
Portuguese, dealing with sueh disparate issues as meals, lady's fashion, 
chureh architeeture, the beauty of the naturallandscapes surrounding 
Lisbon, the conversos and the Inquisition. 
In the Description de la Ville de Lisbonne the sole referenee is the «very 
important»ll Jesuit College ofSanto Antao, a sehool that provided stu-
dents with the kind of preparation required by the universities of Coimbra 
and Évora. He also mentions two aeademies, the Royal Academy of 
History, «composed of the most learned people of Portuga1», and the 
Academy ofthose Committed to Studying, «composed of amateurs».12 
8 Letter XXV, in Crocker, R. (l799). Travels Through Several Provinces o{ Spain and 
Portugal, London, pp. 287-288. 
9 Letter XXV, in Crocker, R. (1799). Travels Through Several Provinces o{ Spain and 
Portugal, London, pp. 290-291. 
10 Conceming the Description de la Ville de Lisbonne and the Mémoires Instructi{s see 
Castelo Branco Chaves, (l989). O Portugal de D. Joiio V visto por tres {orasteiros, Lisboa. 
11 Anonymous, Description de la Ville de Lisbonne OU l' on traite de la Cour, de Portugal, de 
la langue Portugaise & des Moeurs des Habitants,· du Gouvernement, des Revenus du roy, & 
de les Forces par Mer& par Terre; des Colonies Portugaises & du Commerce de cette Capitale, 
in O Portugal de D. Joiio V visto por tres Forasteiros (1989), (Translation, preface and notes 
by Castelo Branco Chaves), Lisboa, p. 43. 
12 Ibid. 
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The College of Santo Antao, had been founded in Lisbon, in 1553, and was 
part of a vast network of Jesuit colleges in Portugal. Only rivalled by 
the Oratorians, the Company of Jesus had dominated the Portuguese 
secondary and higher education, in particular the University of Évora and 
indirectly the University of Coimbra. The passing reference to the Royal 
Academy of History and leamed societies is particularly important due 
to its reference to the circle of intellectuals led by the fourth Earl of 
Ericeira. Francisco Xavier de Menezes is in fact not only one of the foun-
ders of the Royal Academy of History but also the main promoter of a 
group of other private academies, which laid down the foundations of a 
new scientific culture in Portugal.13 
In Mémoires Instructifs, despite the lack ofreferences to cultural ques-
tions, the brief comments made are particularly enlightening. Carlos 
Frederico de Merveilleux was a French physician who served King Joao 
V with the purpose of «carrying out a description of plants and of everyt-
hing relevant to Portuguese Natural History».14 His coming to Portugal 
was supported by Luís da Cunha, then the Portuguese ambassador in 
France. Luís da Cunha was a firm advocate ofthe new scientific ideas and 
a fierce opponent to the influence of the clergy. He criticised vehemently 
the Portuguese society of the time and advocated various political, social, 
economic and cultural reforms, in the context of absolutism, mercantilism 
and the Enlightenment. 
When he arrived in Portugal, Merveilleux became friendly with a prior 
acquaintance, the State Secretary Diogo de Mendon~a Corte Real, who 
advised him «to approach the Earl of Assumar who had been Govemor 
ofMinas [the Brazilian state ofMinas Gerais], the Earls ofEriceira, fat-
her and son, and the young Marquis of Alegrete, all very devoted to the 
fine arts».15 Merveilleux corroborates his opinion about these noblemen, 
whose intellectual capabilities were described as true exceptions in the 
Portuguese cultural scene, by mentioning an incident with a fellow 
foreign naturalist, who had been «forced to submit his investigations to 
the King's apothecary, because with the exception of the aforementio-
ned enlightened noblemen he was the only Portuguese man able to dis-
tinguish a cabbage from a lettuce».16 
Criticisms to the clergy, in particular to the Inquisition, were a regular 
topic «because in this country everything is mystery, witchcraft or magic. 
13 Cf. Simoes, A, Carneiro, A., Diogo, M.P. (1999). 
14 Gazeta de Lisboa, 20 de Fevereiro de 1724. 
15 Merveilleux, Carlos Frederico, Mémoireslnstructifs pour un voyageur dans les divers 
États de L'Europe - Contenant des Anedoctes curieuses tres propres a eclaircir l'Histoire 
du Temps, avec des Remarques sur le Commerce et 1 'Histoire Naturelle, in O Portugal de D. 
Jodo V visto por trés Forasteiros (1989), (Translation, preface and notes by Castelo Branco 
Chaves), Lisboa, p. 152. 
16 Op. cit., p. 160. 
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An intellectual cannot show any interest in learning ... because he fears 
the Inquisition».l7 
Explicit references to education are made in the remaining four books, 
published after the earthquake which destroyed Lisbon in 1755. The 
ensuing chaos allowed Pombal to affirm his leadership capabilities. In 
1770, Joseph Baretti published his book, A Journey from London to 
Genoa through England, Portugal, Spain and France18 which contains 
some of the most explicit pages on education found in this kind of 
accounts. The topics addressed are precisely the confrontation between 
Jesuits and Oratorians and the secularisation of the teaching system. 
Although published in 1770, Baretti's text was written shortly after the 
1755 earthquake, on the eve ofthe great reforms to be launched by the 
Marquis ofPombal: the creation ofthe College ofNobles (1761) and the 
reform ofthe University ofCoimbra (1772). Baretti considered the imple-
mentation of a11 these reforms as an essential precondition to Portugal 
becoming a modem European country. The reform of the teaching system 
in the light of new pedagogic trends was meant to serve a new economy, 
experimental science was given particular emphasis, and qualified per-
sonnel were recruited in foreign universities. The Italians Dalla Bella and 
Vandelli carne to Portugal in 1766 and 1772 respectively.19 
The teaching of the Oratorians is considered extremely deficient as are 
the qualifications of the teachers and their pedagogic methods, based 
on memorisation and punishment. Baretti is surprised at the lack of an 
university in Lisbon, and in order to evaluate the quality of the teaching 
provided by the Oratorians at the Casa das Necessidades he contacted two 
teachers who were ranked as poorly educated, despite their ostentatious 
manners. The author especia11y criticises the delays of the Portuguese 
government in replacing the teaching of the Jesuits, harshly criticised as 
a source of obscurantism, by a corps of well-educated teachers recrui-
ted in foreign universities. 
«On m'a assuré, que le Ministere se proposoit d'établir un meui11eur 
ordre dans les écoles publiques, et qu'un nombre considérables d'hommes 
véritablement instruits devoient etre appelés des pays étrangers [ ... ]. 
TI ne m'as pas été possible de m'assurer si ces bruits étoient fondés, le jour 
approche, peut-etre, ou les Portugais se tireront de leur ignorance et de 
leur superstition; et se mettront au niveau des autres nations catholi-
ques».20 
170p. cit., p. 156. 
18 Baretti, Joseph (1770). A Journey from London lo Genoa through England, Portugal, 
Spain and France. The only copy available at the National Library ofLisbon is the French 
version of this book. 
19 Cf. Simoes. A. Carneiro. A.. Diogo, M.P. (1999). 
20 Baretti, op. cit .• pp. 283-284. 
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Similar criticism of the Jesuits and praise of Pombal is found in the 
account of Charles Dumouriez, a general in the French army, who tra-
velled in Portugal between 1765 and 1766 at the request of Louis XIv. 
L'État du Portugal en 1766 (1775)21 was written after the creation of 
the College of Nobles, marking the launching of a set of reforms aimed 
at the establishment of a new scientific framework. He begins his book 
with a characterisation of the state of ruin and ignorance in which the 
country had fallen: 
«One great cause has powerfully operated towards the neglect with 
which Portugal has been treated by writers and travellers and that is the 
extreme sloth and apathy of its inhabitants; they neither travel, write, 
nor communicate with foreign nations».22 
In contrast, the Marquis of Pombal is viewed as a messianic character: 
«1 cannot finish this description of Portugal other than by giving a por-
trait of this great Minister, who is the creator of it [Portugal]; in whose 
hands it has recovered its strength, and has been restored to that state 
of good order. 
Portugal is indebted for its present strength and prosperous condition to 
the Count d' Oeyras [the future Marquis ofPombal]. He has extricated 
his country from that state of barbarism, ignorance and brutality into 
which it had fallen, and availed himself of the alliance with England, 
to polish its people, to strengthen its government and to render the 
Kingdom respectable».23 
He is extremely critical ofthe Jesuits, whose emasculated discipline and 
organisation is considered to have led to the creation of a state within a 
state with destabilising effects,24 and describes the University ofCoimbra 
before the reform as the paradigm of outdated and retrograde teaching: 
«The University ofCoimbra [ ... ] is six centuries behind the enlightened 
parts of Europe. N othing is known there but Aristotelian philosophy 
and theological subtleties, so disgraceful to religion and human unders-
tanding. This University contains 4.000 scholars, who pass their lives in 
dissipation and ignorance. Their principal occupation is to make small 
toothpicks ofboxwood, known under the name ofpalitos».25 
21 These quotations were taken form the EngIish transIation ofDumouriez, C. (1775).L'État 
du Portugal en 1766, Lausanne. This transIation, the onIy avaiIabIe at the National Library 
was entitled Dumouriez, C. (1797). An Account of Portugal as it appeared in 1766, London. 
22 Dumouriez, op. cit., p. 5. 
23 Dumouriez, op. cit., p. 265. 
24 Dumouriez describes the Jesuits as the «natural enerny of every society, and according to 
the principIes of good policy not admissible into any well ordered state", op. cit., p. 178. 
25 Dumouriez, op. cit., p. 191. 
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In contrast, the creation ofthe College ofNobles was perceived as the seed 
of a modern and enlightened arlstocracy, but Dumouriez points to the dif-
ficulties of educating the Portuguese nobility who rebelled against lear-
ning. 
The architect James Cavanah Murphy wrote two books on Portugal, A 
General View of the State of Portugal (1789) and Travels in Portugal; 
through the Provinces of EntreDouro e Minho, Beira; Estremadura, and 
Além Tejo, in the years 1789 and 1790 (1795).26 Both books were written 
in the period following the foundation of the Royal Academy of Sciences 
ofLisbon (1779),27 in the reign ofMarla I, and Murphy highlights sorne 
features of the Portuguese scientific and educational milieu from the 
institutional point of view. Concerning the College of Nobles, the aut-
hor considers its location in Lisbon less amenable to studying than 
Coimbra with its well-established tradition. The Academy of Sciences 
is mentioned in its dual functions ofknowledge producer and mediator 
between theoretical research and its practical applications: 
«The Royal Academy of Lisbon has contributed not a little, by its rese-
arches, its writings, and premiums to excite a spirit of industry throug-
hout the kingdom. This illustrious body, viewing with laudable emulation 
the flourishing commerce of foreigners, has assembled for the avowed 
purpose of promoting the economy of the country. It aimed at encouraging 
the construction of roads and canals, the invention of machines, the 
drainage of marshes, the improvement of harbours, and the advance-
ment ofarts, navigation, and commerce».28 
According to the author, the weakness of Portuguese science is due to 
various reasons: a reallack of interest in science shared by the majo-
rity ofthe Portuguese nobility,29 and the absence of communication bet-
ween learned clergymen and Portuguese and even foreign societies. 
«1 might [ ... ] instance the Abbé Correa. There are several other men of 
eminent talents among the clergy, but concealed in gloomy cells; and it 
is extraordinary, the greater are their talents the more careful are they 
in secluding themselves from all communication with the world».3o 
26 Murphy, J.C. (1795). Travels in Portugal; through the Provinces of EntreDouro e Minho, 
Beira; Estremadura, and Além Tejo, in the years 1789 and 1790 (Consisting of observations 
on the Manners, Customs, Trade, Public Buildings, Arts, Antiquw..es, etc. ofthat Kingdom) , 
London. 
27 Cf. Simoes, A, Cameiro, A., Diogo, M.P. (1999) 
28 Murphy, J.C., 1789. A General View ofthe State of Portugal; containing a Topographical 
Descnption Thereof. In which are includedAnAccount ofthe Physical and Moral State ofthe 
Kingdom together with Observations on the Animal, Vegetable and Mineral Productions of 
its Colonies. The Whole compiles from the best Portuguese Writers. and from Notices obtai-
ned in the Country, London, pp. 34-35. 
29 Murphy, Travels in Portugal (ref. 26), p. 198. 
30 Murphy, op. cit., p. 199. 
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Besides, constant political or religious threats, and the heavy hand of 
censorship, did not promote a scientific environment to which many 
would feel free to contribute. Link31 mentions explicitIy the negative 
effect of the Inquisition on Portuguese scientific publications, only redu-
ced by Pombal's intervention: 
«J adis il fallait une multitude de permissions pour imprimer et publier 
un ouvrage. D'abord l'Inquisition intervenait, comme on peut bien se 
l'imaginer; et lorsque le manuscrit avait obtenu toutes les permissions 
requises, il fallait encore avoir un certificat de chacun de les tribunaux 
portant que l'ouvrage imprimé était conforme au manuscrito Ce fut le 
marquis de Pombal qui remit la censure a un bureau particulier, dans 
lequel on adjoignit a l'Inquisition et au tribunal particulier du patriar-
che (o ordinario) d'autres censeurs en grand nombre, pris parmis les 
employés du gouvernement qui ne sont pas ecclésiastiques».32 
Images of science in the 18th century. The estrangeirados' view-
point. 
Besides the information about science conveyed by the letters, memoirs 
and descriptions by foreigners, some of the estrangeirados33 also left 
valuable information about the status of science in successive periods 
of Portuguese history, resistance to innovation or support for new scien-
tific ideas. The estrangeirados were Portuguese intellectuals of different 
educational backgrounds, religious affiliations or politicalleanings that 
travelled extensively or were forced to stay for extended periods abroad 
due to political or religious disagreements with the establishment. Despite 
the negative effects of the persecutions that many had to endure, the 
long perlods of forced or self-imposed exile gave them the opportunity to 
establish new contacts and become aware of new scientific trends. 
The estrangeirados were not a homogenous group if one thinks in terms 
of the categorles defined by economic, social, political and cultural history, 
but they were such a group in the sense of sharing a set of epistemological 
choices, ideological commitments and agendas. The estrangeirados were 
part of a network of intellectuals coming from different disciplinary 
fields and sharing a common goal the modernisation of the country. It is 
from this standpoint that the estrangeirados built up a dialogue and 
kept regular contacts with each other, either personal or epistolary or, 
indirectIy, through written works. We proceed by giving a few examples. 
31 H.F. Link (1803). Voyages en Portugal depuis 1797 jusqu'en 1799, Paris. 
32 Link,op. cit., vol. 2, pp. 181-182 
33 Cf. Simoes, A, Carneiro, A., Diogo, M.P. (1999) and (2000). 
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Luís António Verney is a key figure oí Portuguese Enlightenment and one 
oí the first to criticise the Portuguese teaching system. In his book True 
Method to Study, Verney points to the deficient contents and methods oí 
the extant educational prograrnme and suggests alternatives.34 In a let-
ter addressed to the Journal des Savants, under the pen name António 
Teixeira,35 he called attention to his book and put íorward an assess-
ment oí Portugal and its culture. In the parts transcribed from his letter 
by a French newspaper, it is mentioned that Teixeira quotes Verney in 
qualifying Portuguese schools as «le domaine du mauvais goüt et de la 
barbarie et comme l' asyle infortuné des erreurs que Descartes et Newton 
ont proscrites du reste de l' Europe».36 
The evaluation oí the Portuguese intellectual community is no more 
benevolent. Considering that in Portugal the theories oí Galileo, 
Descartes, Newton, Gassendi and other natural philosophers are con-
sidered to be heretic or atheist, and are thereíore voluntarily ignored, 
Verneyargues: 
«[ •.. ] on n'y prononce leurs noms qu'avec une pieuse horreur; on ne médi-
te point leurs ouvrages, on ne les lit point, mais on les condamne, on les 
abhorre; au reste les Docteurs Portugais, surtout les Réligieux, sont si con-
tents de leurs préjugés, de leurs erreurs, de leurs chimeres, que regardant 
les lumieres de leurs voisins d'un oeil tantot indifférent, tantot ennemi, 
ils les méprisent commes frivoles, OU ils les détestent comme impies».37 
The attitude oí Verney met with fierce opposition and made him ene-
mies, especially among the Jesuits, who branded him with many attacks 
and accusations. Pombal, on the contrary, incorporated sorne oíVerney's 
theses in his teaching reíorms. Both men exchanged correspondence, in 
which the admiration oí the pedagogue towards the Marquis is expres-
sed regarding both his educational policies and his persecution oí the 
Order oí Jesus.38 
Political conflicts opposed sorne oí the estrangeirados to the Marquis of 
Pombal. Such was the case oí the Duke oí the Lames,39 íounder and first 
president oí the Academy oí Sciences oí Lisbon (1779). Following the 
steps oí similar European institutions, the Royal Academy of Sciences oí 
Lisbon advocated a utilitarian view oí science, in which scientific deve-
lopments were considered instrumental to the progress of the country. 
34 Vemey See Andrade, AA, (1966), Vernei e a Cultura do seu Tempo, Coimbra, Universidade 
de Coimbra. Ofthe sixteen letters included in the True Method to Studying, letter 10 is 
the one most directly related to science and physics. 
35 Op. cit. p. 209 e pp. 603-608. This letter was written in Latin by António Teixeira. 
36 Op. cit. p. 604. 
37 [bid. 
380p. cit. pp. 621-626. 
39 Cf. Simoes, A, Cameiro, A., Diogo, M.P. (1999). 
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According to both the Statutes and the Opening Address, the Academy 
should be devoted to «glory and public happiness, contributing to the 
development of N ational Instruction, Science, Arts, and Popular 
IndUStry.>.40 The Oratorian priest, estrangeirado and populariser of scien-
ce Teodoro de Almeida read the Opening Address on 4 July 1780. 
The address was a long diatribe against the state in which Pombal's 
regime had left Portugal. Almeida characterised Portugal as a «centre of 
ignorance.> comparable only to Morocco, and claimed that the academy 
aimed at reversing this state of affairs. A harsh controversy ensued in the 
form of anonymous letters. This reaction was due to many factors. Those 
conservative quarters opposing the new trends reacted against an ins-
titution hierarchically organised in such a way as to favour the sciences 
instead of the humanities. Less conservative quarters reacted against the 
agenda of the academicians either by defending Pombal's viewpoint or 
more generally by advocating despotism and absolutismo 
Other estrangeirados seemed to have entertained some sort of rela-
tionship with Pombal or at least with some of his closest associates. 
Such was the case of the naturalist Correia da Serra,41 who was also 
invited by the Duke of Laroes to collaborate in the foundation of the 
Academy of Sciences of Lisbon. He was linked to the Franscican Friar 
Manuel do Cenáculo, one of the men behind Pombal's educational reforms, 
by friendship and ideological affinities. Correia da Serra was commit-
ted to the dissemination of the new sciences in Portugal and the Academy 
was seen as·a fundamental step in this process. In a letter, he asked for 
Cenáculo's support for the new institution: 
«1 will shortly send you the Statutes of the Academy of Sciences, Letters 
and Arts, to which you will give us the honour of belonging. 1 think you 
willlook at this institution as the sole sheet anchor in this wreck .... The 
Academy is still a private affair and it will not become public without a 
notification being sent to you, and without having your name associated 
with it. What would people say if you were not there, considering that the 
period of restoration of letters began only after your admission to the 
Royal court?>.42 
40 Teodoro de Almeida, «Ora~ao na abertura da Academia das Sciencias em 1 de Julho de 
1780» in Cristóvao Ayres (1927). Para a História da Academia das Sciencias de Lisboa, 
Coimbra. 
41 Cf. Simoes, A., Cameiro, A., Diogo, M.P. (1999); A, Cameiro, Simoes, A, Diogo, M.P., 
«The Portuguese Naturalist Correia da Serra (1751-1823) and his Impact on Early Nineteenth 
Century Botany» Journal of the History of Biology (forthcoming, 2000); Diogo, M.P., A, 
Cameiro, SimOes, A, "Science in 18th century Portugal: the naturalist Correia da Serra,» in 
C. Lértora Mendoza, E. Nicolaidis, J. Vandersmissen (eds.) (1999), The Spread ofthe 
Scientific Revolution to the European Periphery, Brussels. 
42 Letter from Correia da Serra to Friar Manuel do Cenáculo, December 14. 1779. Library 
of Évora. Ms. CXXVII/2-2. 
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Correia da Serra foresaw the difficulties of consolidating a new scienti-
fic practice in Portugal and expressed his concern metaphorically: «use-
fuI products grow in nurseries like pineapples in Europe, and like them 
they are extremely expensive and never acquire a perfect taste».43 In 
fact, in order to be effective the academy should act both as a centre of 
production and dissemination of scientific knowledge in the country and 
as a part of an intemational network of scientific institutions. By inviting 
foreign scientists to become associate members of the Academy of 
Sciences, a scientific network would hopefully be established and scien-
tific communication could be fostered between Portugal and other 
European nations through their most representative institutions. But 
soon Correia da Serra's fears were realised. The publications of the aca-
demy were often much delayed, and even its regular activities were not 
up to his expectations. Even worse, scientific publications were in many 
instances the outcome of implicit or even explicit political manoeuvring. 
When Correia da Serra became secretary of the Lisbon Academy of 
Sciences (1788) he wrote discouragingly to the British naturalist James 
Edward Smith, founder and first president of the Linnean Society (1788), 
giving him news of the state of the natural sciences in Portugal: 
«The news about natural history, which I can give you, are scarce here. 
Professor Vandelli has just published a Dictionary of Portuguese Natural 
History which is a poor rhapsody and a Specimen Flora Lusitanica et 
Brasiliensis full of new genera which he named after people who are 
completely ignorant of a word ofbotany, 'but whom he wishes to flatter 
given their important rank or position».44 
In 1788, the naturalist Brotero45 published in Paris his Compendium 
of Botany, a critical review ofthe state ofthe art highly regarded among 
his peers. His German colleague and friend Link expressed his recog-
nition as follows: 
«Je puis avec raison le ranger [Brotero] parmi les meilleurs botanistes de 
tous les pays que j'ai parcourus; et, ce qui est plus étonnant, il a mieux 
étudié la botanique, que beaucoup d'autres savans plus connus [ ... ] 
L'introduction a l'ouvrage botanique de Brotero, écrit en portugais prou-
ve qu'il a autant de connaissances et bien plus de facilité a saisir les 
nouvelles découvertes, que tous les savans de l'Allemagne qui traitent de 
la meme matiere».46 
43 Letter from Correia da Serra to Friar Manuel do Cenáculo, December 14, 1779. Library 
of Évora. Ms. CXXVIII2-2. 
44 Letter from Correia da Serra to James Smith, October 18, 1788. London, The Linnean 
Society, The Smith Papers. 
45 Simoes, A, Carneiro, A., Diogo. M.P. (1999). 
46 See Link, Voyage en Portugal (ref. 21), vol. 1,391-392. About H. F. Link, see C. C. Gillispie, 
ed., Dictionary ofScientific Biography (1981), vols. 7-8, pp. 373-374, New York. 
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When the French RevoIution forced Brotero to leave Paris, Queen Maria 
I appointed him Professor ofBotany and Agriculture at the University 
of Coimbra, where he taught for about twenty years, his lectures attrac-
ting students and other professors alike. In 1810, Brotero requested his 
retirement from the University of Coimbra, partIy due to his disagree-
ments with the Chancellor, whom he held responsible for the damage 
inflicted upon the Botanical Garden of the university. Voicing a feeling 
shared by leading Portuguese men of science, that of neglect and incom-
prehension with which the country branded them, Correia da Serra 
wrote Brotero from Paris: 
«Your reputation of an excellent botanist is well established here. In 
this country your reputation means something, but in ours it is less than 
nothing because they have no eyes to recognise your value. Instead, they 
ascribe importance to great and small charlatans. Thus, 1 advise you 
that as soon as you have got your retirement you come here to enjoy the 
esteem that you truly de serve together with true experts, by sharing 
with them peace and science».47 
Correia da Serra's life was not easy either. In 1795 he was forced to leave 
Portugal due the protection he had given to a French Girondist liberal 
refugee, the physician Pierre-Marie-Auguste Broussonet, who was kept 
in hiding on the premises of the Academy of Sciences. The Superintendent 
ofPolice had always been extremely suspicious ofthe activities ofCorreia 
da Serra,48 of the Duke of Lames, and generally of all the academicians, 
and interpreted the interest they showed in French authors as an impli-
cit acknowledgement of their liberal ideals, and thereby of their poten-
tial threat to society. While in England, Correia da Serra's correspon-
dence with Joseph Banks and James Smith, both intemationally renow-
ned naturalists, gives us a fair idea of the arbitrary power of Portuguese 
officials, and by extension of the constant interference of politics in scien-
ce-related affairs.49 
It is from the period when Correia da Serra was in France, after being for-
ced to leave England, that dates one of bis most articulate comments 
about science in Portugal. In an article entitled «De l'état des sciences et 
des lettres parmis les Portugais pendant la seconde moitié du siecle der-
nier» (1804) published in Archives Littéraires de L'Europe,50 he made 
47 Quoted in Henriques, J. (1884). "Cartas do abbade Correa da Serra e F. M. do Nascimento 
dirigidas ao Dr. Brotero», Boletim da Sociedade Broteriana, 3, 237-243, on p. 239. 
48 Pina Manique called Correia da Serra "an extremely dangerous man». In Luz Soriano, S. 
(1879), Hist6ria da Guerra Civil, Lisboa, vol. 3, pp. 93-98. 
49 Letter from Correia da Serra to Joseph Banks, August lO, 1801. Letter from Correia da 
Serra to James Smith, September 16, 1801. London, The Linnean Society, The Smith 
Papers. 
50 Correia da Serra, (1804). «De l' état des sciences et des lettres parmis les Portugais pen-
dant la seconde moitié du si(~cle demier». Archives Littéraires de [' Europe, 1,63-77 and 
269-290. 
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public in a written forro, for the first time, his views on the political and 
cultural evolution ofhis native country. No critical comments were made 
regarding the impact of political changes and personal influences upon 
the fate of Portuguese men of science who, like himself, often fell vic-
tim of persecutory action. Instead, Correia da Serra offered a brief and 
dispassionate review of Portuguese cultural history by identifying three 
main periods in the development of Portuguese science and literature. The 
first corresponded to the period of the Portuguese geographic discove-
ries ofthe 15th and 16th century in which the Portuguese «had shone by 
their knowledge and good taste hand in hand with the most enlighte-
ned nations».51 The second period covered a 229-years interval starting 
in 1521 during the reign of Joao 111, and ending in 1750 during the reign 
of Joao V. This period was marked by «a state ofignorance and sub ser-
vience ofwhich history provides few parallels»,52 dominated by the idea 
that «an opposition to novelty was necessary in order to preserve moral s 
and public order».53 The third and final period began in the reign of José 
1, crowned in 1750, and extended through the reign of his daughter 
Maria 1. This phase corresponded to a period of recovery of science and 
literature, in which the aim was to «bring back good taste and the scien-
ces to the Portuguese»,54 and was considered to be the result of the 
reforms implemented by the Marquis of Pombal. He had replaced the 
Inquisition by the Royal Censorship Committee, and paved the way for 
the creation of the Academy of Sciences, during the reign of Queen Maria 
1. It was under the rule ofthis monarch that «the arbitrary obstacles of 
interest and tyranny disappeared to give a place to that fair degree of poli-
cing which cannot be neglected without impunity by any State».55· 
While in England, France and the United States of America, where he 
was Portuguese Ambassador, Correia da Serra contributed to botany by 
means of his publications, by fostering scientific communication and 
exchange between naturalists from different countries, and acting as 
mentor to Augustin de Candolle. Recognised by renowned naturalists 
such as Cuvier, von Humboldt and de Candolle, his botanical studies 
found no echo in Portugal. 56 In the final yearS of his life Correia da Serra 
returned to Portugal and found himself praised and honoured by his 
countrymen due to his political posture rather than for his scientific 
51 Correia da Serra, "De l'état des sciences et des lettres parmi les Portugais pendant la 
seconde moitié du siecle demier," in Balbi, A. (1822). Essais sur le Royaume de Portugal et 
d'Algarve, comparé aux autres états de l'Europe·Appendix a la Géographie Littéraire, Paris, 
vol. 2, p. CCCXXXIII. 
52 ¡bid. 
53 ¡bid. 
54 Correia da Serra, op. cit., p. CCCXXXIV. 
55 Correia da Serra, op. cit., p. CCCXXXVIII. 
56 Letter from Correia da Serra to Robert Brown, Lisbon, April 16, 1823. London, The 
British Library, 32.440.f.328. 
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endeavours: the new-born Liberal regime elected him member of the 
Constituent Assembly.57 
The Brazilian-born mineralogist José Bonifáci058 found also some resis-
tance to the promotion of scientific teaching and research at the 
University of Coimbra at the beginning of the 19th century. After a long 
period abroad on a royal scientific mission, in 1801 Bonifácio returned to 
Portugal and was appointed professor ofMetallurgy at the University of 
Coimbra. A shower of administrative and political posts rewarding him 
for his previous work diverted him from his scientific work as teacher and 
researcher. At the U niversity of Coimbra, he felt dissatisfied. The pre-
vailing mentality, the lack of facilities and equipment did not allow him 
to pursue his plans to modernise mineralogy teaching, which he found too 
bookish and archaic. 
«1 cannot stop loving my Chair at this University because I can foresee 
the benefits that could be brought to this N ation, if the current procedures 
were changed. Under the present situation, I feel unable to fulfil the 
duties of a competent professor as weIl as those involved in my position 
as Head of Mines of this country. I have never feared work, and it is 
with good wiIl that I sacrifice my health and leisure to the benefit of my 
country whenever I see that they can be useful. I would like to promote 
and seriously advance studies in this University, which 1 consider so 
retrograde. Whenever I think of the deplorable state to which my Faculty 
has been intentionally relegated I can only bitterly regret my wasted 
time and the damage that 1 have caused to public service by remaining 
attached to this University».59 
With the French invasions in 1807, instead of taking refuge in Brazil, 
following the example of the Portuguese King and his government, 
Bonifácio fought the invaders in the Academic Regiment ofVolunteers. 
Mter the N apoleonic wars, he resumed his previous functions at the 
university, and eventually became vice-secretary of the Academy of 
Sciences (1812) and an advocate of the adoption of the metric system. 
In support of this measure, he claimed: 
«Perhaps the adoption of the metric system may seem to narrow-minded 
people an offence to national pride [due to its promotion by the French]. 
However, I entreat them to think that what is truthful and useful is not 
the property of a single nation; rather, it belongs to all nations and to the 
57 Letter frorn Correia da Serra to Richard Anthony Salisbury, September 3, 1821. London, 
The Linnean Society, R.A. Salisbury Correspondence. 
58 SirnOes, A, Carneiro, A., Diogo, M.P. (1999). 
59 Letter from Bonifácio to António de Araújo e Azevedo, Minister, 4 January 1806. Quoted 
in Joel Serrao (ed.), (1985). Dicionário de História de Portugal, Porto, vol. 5, p. 576. 
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whole ofthe Universe. It would be childish stubbornness to reject what 
is good in our enemies, just because they elaim it as their property».60 
Many of the estrangeirados often had a rather negative view of their 
country. They felt disappointed, and in some cases deeply frustrated by 
the obstaeles and the difficulties in implementing a structural, not merely 
transient change in Portuguese society in which science was to playa pro-
minent role. Their impressions and eValuations of the situation are often 
expressed in letters and published works, and are all the more striking 
as their contacts with the European scientific and technological com-
munities enabled them to make comparisons with the status of science 
and technology in their own country. During the first half of the 18th 
century, despite some attempts at reversing the situation, the scholastic 
education controlled by the elergy, in particular the Jesuits, the tight 
censorship of books by the Inquisition and the constant threat of reli-
gious persecutions, were real obstacles to the dissemination of the scien-
ces. Then Pombal's reforms, which were aimed at the establishment of a 
modern secular state, introduced the teaching of experimental sciences, 
created or reformed several educational institutions, and paved the way 
for the foundation of the academy of sciences and the appearance of the 
first group of Portuguese professional scientists. However, the space for 
dialogue generated by his reforming endeavours was almost immediately 
accompanied by tight control and repressive measures of a political natu-
re. Censorship mechanisms seriously hampered free expression and 
severely undermined individual or collective initiatives. The new scien-
tific discourse and its accompanying philosophy of progress were after all 
perceived as potentially threatening to Pombal's absolutist government, 
a fact that may explain the considerable brain drain, either «voluntary» 
or forced, that occurred during this periodo 
lmages o( science in the 19th century. Statistical and descriptive 
works 
From the 19th century onwards travelliterature on European countries 
decreases both quantitatively and as a potential source for the study of 
scientific and technical communities. The 19th century universe was 
meant to be approached in objective terms, and that is why statistics 
become its main descriptive too1. Leaving behind traditional areas such 
as the natural sciences, they settle confidentIy in the social realm. 
Statistical works therefore become the matrix through which this century 
was supposed to be analysed. 
60 [bid. C{. also José Bonifácio (1813) ... Discurso contendo a história da Academia Real das 
Sciencias ... ». Memórias da Academia Real das Ciencias de Lisboa. 3. 56-57. 
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Two statistical works on Portugal are indispensable sources to the study 
of the history of Portuguese science and technology during this periodo 
They are descriptive works based on numerical paraphernalia, and quan-
tifying data, which are systematised in tables and detalled lists. From the 
historiographical point of view both works are highly reliable. 
Adrien Balbi, former professor of geography, physics and mathematics and 
member of various distinguished European learned societies, wrote the 
first in 1822.61 This book is composed of two volumes, of which the most 
interesting is the second, focusing as it does on education and other 
fields of intellectual production. The author makes many comments com-
paring Portugal with other European nations. The picture he provides 
moves away from the general idea ofPortuguese incompetence, which had 
characterised the previous century. He points to positive aspects based 
on «facts» rather than on impressions: 
«Le catalogue que nous publions a la suite des ouvrages bibliographi-
ques inserés a la fin de cet ouvrage sera une preuve lumineuse de l'acti-
vité et de zéle de ces académiciens [he is referring to the Academy of 
Sciences] et servira en meme temps a justifier les Portugais du raproche 
qu'on leur fait de négliger encore toutes les sciences exactes et nature-
lles».62 
Balbi provides a large amount of valuable information even by today's 
standards: lists of schools from primary to higher education (state, locally 
and church controlled); salaries, and regarding the University of Coimbra, 
courses and disciplines, syllabus, bibliography and number of students. 
He provides data about academies and publications; printing offices; the 
number of scientific books, translations and originals published betwe-
en 1801 and 1819; and lists of scientists in each field, and a brief account 
of their research. 
At the end of his book Balbi adds the text by Abbé Correia da Serra 
published in 1804 in the Archives Littéraires de l'Europe referred to in the 
previous section.63 Voicing a similar opinion to that of 18th century tra-
vel accounts, he singles out KingJosé 1 and the Marquis ofPombal as the 
main promoters of Portuguese modernisation. Balbi writes: 
«Uépoque de la réforme des études ET surtout Celle de l'université pen-
dant le mémorable ministére du Marquis de Pombal, fut aussi de la plus 
grande activité du commerce libraire».64 
61 Balbi, Essai Statistique (refo 51)0 
62 Balbi, opo cito, vol. 2, p0790 
63 Correia da Serra, «De l'état des sciences et des lettreso o o" (refo 50)0 
64 Ao Balbi, opo cito. po 1020 
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And Correia da Serra corroborated this view: 
«Cet état de dégradation dura plus de deux siecles. Le roi Joseph Ier, 
pere de la reine actuellle, vint, enfin, dissiper ce brouillard malfaisant, 
et ramener les sciences et le gout parmi les Portugais».65 
Although Correia da Serra's text does not belong to the class of statisti-
cal works in which Balbi's book is included, the image it gives of Portugal 
is extremely important because it is voiced by a Portuguese man of scien-
ce whose status therefore transcends that of a mere observer. 
Gerardo Pery, a Portuguese army captain and assistant to the General 
Council of Geodesics, published the second statistical work on Portugal 
in 1875. The aim and limitations of this work are clearly stated at the 
beginning: 
«The work so far carried out and made public today aims at filling an 
important gap recognised long ago: a full and exact description of 
Portugal, which may facilitate the teaching of geography and help in 
matters of public administration. 
[ ... ] 
In the statistics part we were unable to fulfil our purpose completely 
given the absolute lack of statistical data or its inadequacy. This work was 
unable to overcome such difficulties».66 
Pery's book was divided into three parts: physical geography, political 
geography and statistics. The statistics part provides information on 
«instruction and charities». The data compiled are mainly quantitative 
but highly heterogeneous, and range from school budgets to teachers' 
salaries and numbers of pupils. Purporting to be strictly objective, this 
statistical work nonetheless includes a few comments such as remarks 
on the accuracy of geodesic calculations, and occasional brief historical 
accounts as in the case ofthe University ofCoimbra. 
Still in the 19th century, two works emerge as indispensable reference 
sources: the Portuguese Bibliographical Dictionary67 and the History of 
Portuguese Scientifi,c and Literary Institutions.68 Despite being marked 
by a spirit of extensive enumeration, they are, nevertheless, extremely 
important given their inclusion of a remarkable amount of information, 
from bibliographical surveys to guidelines for future work. They are 
often still used today by historians as the starting point of a research 
project. 
65 A. BaJbi, op. cit., p. CCXXXIV. 
66 G. Pery, G. (1875). Geographia e estatística geral de Portugal e col6nias, Lisboa, p. 3. 
67 Inocencio da Silva (1858-1923). Diccionário Bibliographico Portuguez, Lisboa, 22 vols. 
68 Sylvestre Ribeiro, J. (1871-1893). Hist6ria dos Estabelecimentos Científicos, Litterários e 
Artísticos de Portugal, Lisboa. 
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Inocencio Francisco da Silva authored the Portuguese Bibliographical 
Dictionary, composed of 22 volumes, including 15 supplements (1858-
1923). The author published only the first 9 volumes. Volumes 10 to 20 
were organised by Brito Aranha based on Inocencio's notes. Following the 
death of the latter, he engaged in the compilation «of his notes, many 
of great avail, but often incomplete and hard to investigate».69 Upon 
Aranha's death, the last volume was revised by two ofhis collaborators. 
The dictionary was dedicated to King Pedro V and was the outcome of 
Inocencio's deep personal commitment: 
«After overcoming many difficulties, which would have seemed insur-
mountable to anyone less persuaded of the utility and scope of such an 
enterprise, the publication of the Portuguese Bibliographical Dictionary 
was at long last achieved».70 
The difficulties felt by the author are re-affirmed in volume 8 (the first 
supplement), in which he bitterly complains about research conditions, 
and in particular criticises the inflexibility of timetables and the indif-
ference with which many greeted his work. The Royal Academy of 
Sciences of Lisbon, of which Inocencio was a member, considered the 
dictionary «an extremely relevant work to the humanities and of great 
service to the country».71 The Academy cornmitted itselfto its publication, 
and made a petition to the central government in order to secure the 
completion ofthe dictionary (1869).72 Volume 8 was therefore dedicated 
to the academy as «a token of veneration and recognition».73 
The dictionary is organised in alphabetical order, and the entries cover 
a wide range of authors and their respective bibliographies. Entries on 
institutions relevant in the Portuguese cultural context are also given in 
alphabetical order. Inocencio planned the preparation of supplements 
to the dictionary, which in addition to more extended data and two inde-
xes, would be devoted to an abridged history and description of the main 
scientific and literary Portuguese societies from the 17th century, and to 
a catalogue of authors and pseudonyms. However, following the death of 
Inocencio, the dictionary developed in a different direction. The supple-
ments were meant to have the same features of the first seven volumes, 
with the exception of those devoted respectively to the national poet 
Luís de Camoes, and to the historian Alexandre Herculano. 
Accuracy and objectivity were the main aim of Inocencio's work: 
69 Brito Aranha in Inocéncio da Silva, op. cit., vol. lO, p. VII. 
70 Inoc€mcio da Silva, op. cit., vol. 1, p. VIII. 
71 Quoted by Inocéncio da Silva, op. cit., vol. 8, p. XVIII. 
72 See vol. 9, p. V-XIII. 
73 Inocéncio da Silva, op. cit., vol. 8, front page. 
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«Works of this kind require, in my opinion, three features: first exact-
ness, second clarity, and third concision L .. ]. I have tried to reconcile 
them aH, but I do not know whether I have succeeded or not [ ... ] 
Exelusively literary critical judgements are, with few exceptions, from 
intelligent censors and usually impartial. [ ... ] In the context ofthe poli-
tical struggles, which have affected us for so long, it was imperative to pre-
serve of the strictest neutrality».74 
The careful handling of sources both qualitative and quantitatively, is one 
of the main points in the evaluation of Inocencio's work. In the first volu-
me, the author refers to 113 national and foreign sources, which inelude 
among others travelliterature of the previous century, the statistics of 
Balbi, and the Lusitanian Library of Diogo Barbosa de Machado. 75 
The History of Portuguese Scientific and Literary Portuguese Institutions 
authored by Sylvestre Ribeiro is a wide-ranging 18-volume compilation, 
released by the Royal Academy of Sciences of Lisbon between 1871 and 
1893. In the introduction the author defines the scope of his research 
as focusing on institutions and personalities linked to the sciences, huma-
nities and fine arts. He also writes a «Historical-literary Introduction»,76 
in which by emphasising the role of the elergy he describes the general 
evolution ofPortuguese education between 1290, when the University of 
Lisbon was founded, and the 19th century. The structure of this work 
mixes an organisation by reigns with a diachronic analysis of each ins-
titution. The purpose is elearly a comprehensive systematisation of infor-
mation about scientific, literary and artistic institutions over a long 
period (eight centuries), and a «repertoire both useful to nationals and 
foreigners».77 
«1 believe that no item should be discarded, even if modest or humble 
provided it has contributed in any way or means to private or official 
teaching».78 
The work covers all institutions and aims at assembling all kinds of ele-
ments: statistical, curricular, and legislative. In spite of its enumerati-
ve character, it approaches each reign from a critical point of view. As in 
18th century travelliterature or in Balby's statistical work, Sylvestre 
Ribeiro considers the reign of José I and Pombal's action as the crucial 
moment for Portuguese intellectual development: 
«The reign ofKing José I marks a shining period in the literary history 
ofPortugal, thanks to the unique place ascribed to the intellectual impro-
74 Inoc{mcio da Silva, op. cit., vol. 1, p. XIX-XX. 
75 Diogo Barbosa de Machado, Biblioteca Lusitana, is a 18th century reference book, which 
comprises biographies and notes on the works ofthe main Portuguese authors ofthe periodo 
76 Sylvestre Ribeiro, op. cit., vol. 1, pp. 1-17. 
77 Sylvestre Ribeiro, op. cit., vol. 1, p. IX. 
78 Sylvestre Ribeiro, op. cit., vol. 1, p. VII. 
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vement of the Portuguese. When dealing with this reign, the splendid 
figure of its Prime Minister, the enlightened Marquis of Pombal, stri-
kes US».79 
Inocencio's and Ribeiro's works, together with the statistical ones analy-
sed above, are fundamental to historical studies on Portuguese science, 
despite being deeply marked by the Zeitgeist, which associated rationa-
lism with quantification and comprehensive enumeration. They offer a 
wea1th of mainIy factual information, which can be easily cross-checked 
by consulting the wide-range of sources, referred too 
Images of science in the 19th century. PartisanlPropaganda works 
Another group of 19th century historical sources refers to those works 
with a political character, often in pamphlet formo 
Back in the 18th century the work of Luís da Cunha, a diplomat inte-
rested in matters ofPortuguese culture and with extensive contacts with 
the European scientific elite, undertook the importation ofmanuscripts, 
atlases and books with which the King endowed the Royallibrary of the 
University of Coimbra. His political wiIl, only published in 1820,80 inclu-
ded considerations on administration and foreign affairs, the weaknes-
ses of the Portuguese economy associated with the excessive power of 
the clergy, the absence of technical and scientific research, and inadequate 
military and economic policies. A fierce opponent to the influence of the 
Portuguese clergy and of the Inquisition, he considered both «a shame-
fuI evil»81 and the cause of the economic ruin and disrepute of Portugal. 
His views were shared by certain sectors of Portuguese society critical of 
the weaknesses of the national scientific and technological fabrico 
Throughout the 19th century, various writings of political and economic 
analysis emerged within this group, containing fragmentary informa-
tion about scientific and technological issues, often expressed in rela-
tion to agriculture and industry. Anselmo de Andrade, José Chichorro, 
Joao de Andrade Corvo, António de Oliveira Marreca and José Acúrcio 
das Neves contributed to this genre. They do not provide extensive or 
original information but scattered comments on the social functions of 
science and technology. Often they associate utilitarian science with 
technical innovation. These writings proliferated throughout the 19th 
century because both intellectuals and industrialists believed that the ina-
79 Sylvestre Ribeiro. op. cit., vol. 1, p. 20l. 
80 Luís da Cunha (1820). Testamento Político (1747-1749), Lisboa. Also published in the 
journal Investigador Portuguez em Inglaterra, between 1812 and 1816. 
81 Ibid. 
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bility to modernise the country was deeply linked to an inefficient scien-
trnc and technical education. Following the lines of authors who focussed 
on Portuguese economy, José Acúrcio das Neves in his Memoirs about the 
means to improue the uarious branches of Portuguese Industry says: 
«Only Portuguese industry can save us, because it is the only source of 
wealth, the fundamental basis of the strength and prosperity of a nation. 
[. .. ] The amazing progress brought by the Enlightenment to all kinds 
of sciences and arts, especially chemistry and mechanics opened new 
paths to the developed nations, never experienced by us, and which 
imposed new habits and methods in the administrative system of indus-
trious peoples».82 
Another example of sources voicing an utilitarian view of science, but 
deserving a separate analysis are the Memoirs on Economy published by 
the Academy of Sciences of Lisbon.83 Meant to contribute to the deve-
lopment of the country in view of its resources, they should inform far-
mers, craftsmen, and merchants about scientific novelties which would 
help them to prospero According to their «Preliminary Speech», a sur-
vey of inhabited lands, their resources, and their products should be the 
starting point of this program, in which natural history and agriculture 
had a privileged role to play. Manufactured goods were defined as the 
«application ofNature's knowledge to our needs». 
Texts focusing on science and technology with the purpose of affirming 
an ideology are included in the pamphlet-like category of writings. An 
emblematic example is a leaflet published by the Liberal historian 
Alexandre Herculano, who firmly advocates Liberalism through the 
defence of the Polytechnic School of Lisbon.84 The creation of the 
Polytechnic School brings open the tensions between conservative ten-
dencies and the movement towards modemity underlying 19th century 
Portuguese life. Herculano considers the Lisbon Polytechnic a centre of 
production ofuseful science as opposed to the former College ofNobles, 
which had been located in the same premises: 
«[ •.• ] The issue is between education, the improvement of farmers, crafts-
men and industrialists and the propagation oflaw graduates and pedants; 
between work and leisure; between the easy talk of the printer and the 
metaphor of the sermon; between the steam engine and the pettifog-
ger».85 
82 Neves, José Acúrcio das, MeTnÓrias sobre os meios eh melhorar a [ndústria Portuguesa con· 
siderada nos seus diferentes ramos, p.80 (preface by Jorge Custódio (1983), Lisboa). 
83 Nunes, J. (1986), «A Contribui~iio das Memórias Económicas para o Desenvolvimento 
Científico e Económico do País» in História e Desenvolvimento da Ciencia em Portugal·[ 
Colóquio·até ao século XX, Lisboa. 
84 Herculano, A., (1841). Da Escola Polytechnica e do Collegio dos Nobres, Lisboa. 
85 A. Herculano, op. cit., p. 37. 
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Confronted with various attempts to close the Lisbon Polytechnic and to 
go to back to the old royallessons, Herculano mentions 
«A conspiracy ofpetty and disgusting interests [. .. ] a calaroity affecting 
the already despised, badly organised and senile Portuguese public ins-
truction».86 
Herculano's text is explicitly a reply from an MP to another MP. It is an 
extremely sarcastic comment, punctuated by recollections on education 
in which the confrontations between clericalism and secu1arism of the pre-
vious century resurfaced. It is a very rich source both for its portrayal of 
Portuguese society and specifically of aspects ranging froro politics to 
science. However, one should be aware of the political skirmishes in 
which both Herculano and his opponent were involved if one is using 
this document or other similar documents as historie al sources. 
Concluding remarks 
In this article we have focussed on a group of sources bearing an indirect 
relation to the history of science in Portugal, but which, nevertheless, con-
tain relevant information on how science was perceived. 
Despite the many limitations and imperfections which may arise from 
such an exercise, our main purpose was to provide a commented inven-
tory of a group of sources, which seem to us fundamental to portray the 
context in which the Portuguese scientists of the 18th and 19th centuries 
worked, and to reveal how the society in which they lived perceived and 
evaluated their endeavours. 
Since questions related to the diffusion of knowledge cannot be disso-
ciated from the specific conditions of its reception, awareness of the dif-
ferent modes of thinking, the different role of science and of scientific 
institutions is crucial to an understanding of the contexts of production 
of scientific knowledge. These are topics especially important when we 
address science in peripheral countries such as Portugal. 
From the analysis of the above-mentioned historical sources, it becomes 
apparent that science in Portugal was always perceived as a polítical 
affair. The life of the scientific community was modelled by governmen-
tal options within a general policy usually designed from top to bottom. 
1t did not emerge from a dynamics generated from within the intelIectual 
community. The confrontations surrounding the conditions for the deve-
lopment of scientific practices show, first and foremost, the clash bet-
86 Ibid. 
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ween antagonistic political and economic options. Finally, the scientific 
community does not co-exist as an organic whole; rather it is the suro of 
individuals whose careers depend heavily on the directions taken by the 
political power. 
A comparative study encompassing the !herian and the European space 
seems to us of pressing importance. Our paper constitutes a first step 
towards that larger project by surveying, analysing and comparing sOur-
ces available to the historian of science. 
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